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OVERVIEW:
The year 1998 can be considered as very successful both in harvesting important results from the
existing collaborations as well as establishing new ones.
In the frame of the COSY-11 collaboration cross section for rj' production in p-p collision close to
the threshold has been measured. In the region of excess energy between 1.5 and 4.1 MeV the rf cross
sections are much lower than those of the x° and 77 production. There seems to be no indication that
N* resonance doorway-like state governs the reaction mechanisms. The determined coupling constant
gv> appears to be consistent with the prediction of the simple quark model. Results were published
in Phys. Rev. Letters.
Using the GEM detector, investigations of the isospin symmetry breaking were performed. Two
reactions channels 3He7r° and 3H7r+ from the reaction at proton momenta 700, 767, and 825 MeV/c
were measured. Data analysis is in progress.
The model of the meson cloud in the nucleon which is a speciality of our department has been
successfuly applied to explain the leading proton and neutron cross sections from the e + or e~ - proton
collisions at the HERA ring.
General formulas to calculate polarization of the particles with spin transmitted through the barrier
in the presence of strong magnetic fields were obtained. New collaboration between our laboratory
and the Institute for Nuclear Research in Kiev has been established. One PhD thesis was completed
in the frame of this collaboration.
We joined the new collaboration with Lund University concerning studies of hot nuclear matter
properties using heavy ions from CELSIUS ring. First test of the phoswich detector for the forward
wall was performed in Uppsala.
Isoscalar giant dipole resonance strength distribution 3 hu has been evaluated in 2 0 8 Pb in the
space of l p l h and 2p2h excitation. The centroid energy of this state can directly be related to the
nuclear incompressibility module. Our result indicates rather large values of this module.
New method of determination the values of the optical model potential parameters for the 9 Be - 12 C
interaction has been proposed. Due to several constraints, ambiguities in the parameter determination
are removed.
A quantitative mathematical analysis of the ECG data aimed to predict phenomenon of the sudden cardiac death was performed. Properties of the Levy distribution in studying the dynamics of
heartbeat were tested.
Resonant dd/i molecule formation in 3K solid deuterium was studied.
We also entered the Saphir collaboration at the ELSA synchrotron in Bonn. Further progress in
studying the transverse polarization of positrons from the decay of polarized muons at PSI cyclotron
was achieved.
Theoretical studies of nonlinear dynamical systems with algebraically correlated noise and shell
model embedded in the continuum were performed.
We started construction of the light heavy ion detector for low heavy ion energies which are emitted
in the spoliation reactions induced by cosmic ray protons.
Altogether 26 papers in respectable Journals from the Philadelphia List were published. Two PhD
Thesis on the subjects of barier penetration time and multifragmentation phenomena were completed.

